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in a paper presented at the spring 1971 meeting of the
mormon history association and later published in courage
vol 2 no 1 september 1971 mark mckiernan argued that
sidney rigdon has not been given proper respect by religious
sidney
historians because his search for truth was not compatible with
any organized religion of his time since rigdon separated
cormons
himself from the baptists Campbel
Mor mons
lites and the mormons
campbellites
historians from these three traditions have tended to discount
his importance

historians should therefore welcome this biography of rigdon based on mckiernan s phd dissertation at the university
of kansas mckiernan formerly a professor of history at idaho state university and now with restoration trails founda-

tion has done considerable research on rigdon and deals sympathetically with this important associate of joseph smith
mckiernan demonstrates rigdon s importance to the rise and
development of mormonism therefore the voice of one cryin the wilderness should help correct the tendency to uning in
der estimate rigdon s role in the early history of mormonism
derestimate
it has been this reviewer s opinion that members of all
branches of mormonism need to learn to deal more maturely
with those people who separated themselves from the church
sidney rigdon provides a good example historians of mormonism will particularly welcome the chapter on rigdon before his contact with joseph smith and the concluding chapter
on rigdon from 1844 until his death in 1876
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mckiernan seems to grasp what this reviewer thinks is the
key to understanding the effectiveness of the book of mormon
in winning people to the church he portrays rigdon and
parley P pratt for example as finding the book of mormon
convincing because as he says of pratt it contained answers

for many of the problems which had plagued him p 30
mckiernan s book does have some significant weaknesses
however the author makes statements which seem stronger
than the evidence will support for example smith had always kept men like parley P pratt and brigham young in
distant areas so that he could be the complete master of his
own religious household
p 126
rigdon changed the entire course of mormon history when he persuaded smith to
move the headquarters of the church from new york where
it was stagnating to the western reserve p 12 and rigdon seized upon the doctrine of the coming millennium and
heralded it everywhere
similarly while robert
p 27
flanders nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi is an excellent
book one wonders if mckiernan cisn
isn t too flattering when he
calls his former professor s book the finest work on the early
mormon church p 178
organizational slips occasionally occur for example in his
very useful bibliographical essay the final paragraph should
have been placed much earlier p 179 and a paragraph on
smiths sense of humor is concluded with a sentence that is
out of place p 70
there are a number of places where greater editorial care
could have helped prevent unclear or confusing statements mckiernan has a very confusing paragraph on joseph smith s revision of the bible for example p 45 he indicates that rigdon had denounced the church s participation in the masonic
order p 133 but earlier he mentioned that rigdon became a
master mason p 111 unfortunately he does not explain
the apparent contradiction
other examples where clarity is needed are he seems to
use the terms calvinism and revivalism synonymously p
16 he says sidney and his wife lived together in harmony
for ten years after sidney s death p 17 inthe
in the first chapter
rigdon retires from the ministry in 1824 but at the beginning
of Chapter 2 we find rigdon in that year establishing a reofchapter
formed baptistchurch
baptist church at atpittsburgh
pittsburgh with the aid of a young
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walter scott

rather than stating that smith later claimed that on 21 september 1823 he
had been visited by an angel mckiernan has smith claiming
on 21 september 1823 that he had received the angelic visitation
he says that many of smith s followers including
p 32
rigdon shared the animosity and wrath of the anti mormon
p 33 which gives the impression that rigdon was one of
smith s antagonists it is unclear as to who terminated corresdence between a mr barr and rigdon p 72
he has
pondence
pon
rigdon s influence on mormonism a popular topic among anti
mormon writers from 1832 until 1947 but the reader is not
told why these two dates were selected p 171 in addition
mckiernan has joseph smith sanctioning rigdon s salt sermon
p 86 but later refers to rigdon s denunciation of
smith s policies in the salt sermon
p 99
when mckiernan quotes the revelations of joseph smith
he uses the 1835 doctrine and covenants it would be more
appropriate to have taken his quotations from the 1833 book
of commandments since many of these revelations were revised for the 1835 edition including some that mckiernan
uses he also quotes from the 1955 RLDS book of mormon
when it would have been more appropriate to use the 1830
edition ap
152 and from the 1952 salt lake city pearl
pp 151
151152
of great price when he could have used the original 1851
liverpool edition these original editions are easily available
and in fact mckiernan
an does cite the 1830 book of mormon
mckiern
at one time p 61
mckiernan says that the RLDS church does not have utah
section 115 in its doctrine and covenants because its doctrine
and covenants is based on the 1852 edition which does not
contain this revelation but richard howard in restoration
scriptures A study of their textual development herald
publishing house 1969 says that the first RLDS edition of
1864 was based on one of the
die
dle nauvoo editions p 223 and
was largely a duplication of the nauvoo editions which were
published in 1844 1845 and 1846
occasionally mckiernan seems to show an RLDS bias as
when he writes referring to independence missouri
although the headquarters of the church would change throughout the years the location of zion could never be changed
p 59
he also seems to accept uncritically the RLDS
school teacher named
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contention that joseph smith set apart his son joseph 111
III
at the liberty jail in 1839 p 127
the statement he cites
from the memoirs of joseph smith 111
III written many decades
later is rather vague
though marred by such imperfections the voice of one
crying in the wilderness is nevertheless a book that most students of mormon history will find both interesting and useful
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